Off-Gas System Controls
Actuation to loop tuning to closed loop control • Feed-forward &
cascade strategies • Modelling

Dealing with Flow Variability in a Gas Train…
Is your off-gas system giving unacceptable levels of fugitive emissions?
Are there multiple control elements, fans, dampers, coolers and etc., in
your gas train that seem to be fighting each other, or not responding
fast enough? Are you seeing large swings that force the plant operator
to switch to MANUAL, or are you always in MANUAL? Does your plant
have a large variability in gas flow that causes short periods of
unwanted positive pressures – i.e. fugitives? Have you enough
measurements and are you using ‘feed-forward’ capabilities, for ‘Best
Practices’ disturbance rejection?

Fan Actuation Old vs. New

Traditional gas trains in sulphide based smelting processes rely on
multiple control elements for draft control. For example, there could be
an ID-fan on the off-gas of a Peirce-Smith converter, feeding a
traditional acid plant which has an SO2 blower. This system is a multivariable problem since both the ID-fan and the SO2 blower affect the
pressure profile in the gas train, with disturbances from H2O evaporative
cooling, air dilution, intermittent blowing and etc.
We have experience with off-gas systems, and can equally work with
your preferred control system integrator, or on-site resources, and
facilitate the implementation of integrated controls for your gas train,
following a detailed review.
Improved control / operation and reduced fugitives are the end results.

Example of a gas train with gas from two roasters
and a converter aisle
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Schematic Diagram of Roaster Off-gas System
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